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LIVING DIVANI EVENT AT VASTUHOME JAKARTA 

18-19 February 2014 

 

The Living Divani world of formal purity is in the spotlight on 18 and 19 February in 

Indonesia, at its presentation event for the press and architects, hosted by Vastuhome, brand 

partner in Jakarta. 

 

Living Divani is a reference point on the furniture design scene due to the perfection, 

harmonious proportions and sense of understated luxury of its upholstery. The company tells 

about itself through some of the most representative pieces, designed over the years by Piero 

Lissoni, who has been orchestrating its unique style since 1988 in his dual role as art director 

and designer, as well as complements created by David Lopez Quincoces, Victor Vasilev, 

Nathan Yong and Victor Carrasco, designers with very different roots and visual codes but 

sharing the same approach to design, all recently invited by the company to participate in the 

creation of a complete living environment, both for home and contract. 

 

Signed by Piero Lissoni, and featuring his unmistakable pure lines, are Rod XL sofa and Rod 

armchair, which offer the possibility of choosing different coverings for the shell and cushions, 

creating striking two-tone effects and captivating combinations of different materials. 

NeoWall seating system gives priority to the proportions of the individual elements and their 

overall harmony, playing on their asymmetry; Extrasoft, the informal-looking modular sofa 

that offers comfortable, cosy seats, joined together to create regular geometrical forms; 

Chemise with its soft, snug lines, casting a knowing wink at the classic sofa, and Family 

Lounge, an island haven, the perfect spot for thinking, reading or chatting. 

 

Young interior designer David Lopez Quincoces, who works in Milan and Madrid, brings us 

Track bench, with its essential, broad, regular shapes and stunning finishes, while B2 coffee 

table reflects the constructivist approach of Victor Vasilev, a Bulgarian-born architect who 

lives and works in Milan: the varying heights of its table tops offer a different perspective 

from each new angle. Victor Carrasco from Valencia is the creator of Strato coffee table, with 

its multiple contoured tops assembled by a central spacer ring, while circular Bolle coffee 

tables and Off Cut bookcase – made by piecing together bits of solid wood, the off-cuts from 

processing other items of furniture – are both the work of Singaporean designer Nathan Yong. 

 

Culture, sensitivity and a range of different experiences are interwoven in Living Divani 

products, reflecting a shared philosophy: aesthetically impeccable objects featuring quality 

materials, luxurious finishes, and great comfort, for a living space that is minimal, but 

abounding with atmosphere. 
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